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Abstract 
The familiar 5-star ratings system is an important information source for consumers deciding where to 
eat or what products to buy. Ideally, a retail platform owner should safeguard ratings against various 
biases, yet platform owners sometimes let average ratings become inflated. We study a situation in 
which a platform faces competition from another platform that offer the same items and, consequently, 
consumers may see different ratings for items across the platforms. Using a series of experiments in 
an online food ordering setting, we show that consumers are more likely to buy the item from a 
platform where it is rated higher. Therefore, a platform that offers lower but perhaps more accurate 
ratings risks hurting itself by not letting its ratings become inflated. We explain this by a vertical 
spillover effect by which diverging ratings across platforms influence platform choice and discuss 
implications to platform owners, regulators, and consumers. 
 
Keywords: Experiment, Ratings, Spillover effect. 

1 Introduction 
The importance of online ratings has steadily grown as a means by which consumers decide where to 
eat, what products to buy, or which doctor to visit (Ibbotson 2018, Sahoo et al. 2018). Platform 
vendors are aware of this and typically develop a host of legitimate, semi-legitimate, and outright 
fraudulent tactics to boost their ratings, to which platform owners respond with various 
countermeasures. However, at the same time, the platform owners sometimes let the average ratings 
on their platform to become inflated. In particular, there is a risk that intensifying competition between 
platforms could motivate platform owners to collude with their vendors and to turn a blind eye to 
attempts to artificially boost the ratings (Financial Times 2018, Wang et al. 2020). This could happen 
if the inflated ratings could give a platfom an advantage over other platforms at the cost of reducing 
the informativeness of the average ratings to consumers. Ultimately, ratings inflation may destroy the 
value of average ratings as a source of information to consumers (Filippas et al. 2018). 
Retail platforms typically adopt a familiar 5-star ratings system as a way of collecting and displaying 
user-generated product evaluations, which makes it easy for consumers to use product evaluations 
across competing platforms. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006, p. 345) note that ”there is nothing to stop a 
consumer from using the information provided by a one Web site to inform purchases made 
elsewhere” and, for instance, 15.7 percent of our experimental subjects said that they check items on 
multiple platforms before making a purchase decision. Consumers may thus often compare average 
ratings for the same items across competing platforms (Gao et al. 2015, de Langhe et al. 2016), 
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making salient the fact that average ratings for the same items diverge across platforms (Chevalier and 
Mayzlin 2006, Zervas et al. 2020). This raises an important question what kind of platforms may 
benefit or lose from such shopping around for information by consumers. 
There is some evidence that platform owners may be inclided to react strategically to consumers’ 
propensity to multihome in their information seeking behavior. Kathuria and Lai (2018) suggest that 
an accumulated body of ratings and reviews may give a platform an advantage over its competitors, 
whereas Sahni (2016) observe in a slightly different context that the strategic benefits of making 
consumers more informed do not necessarily accrue to the focal actor due to spillover effects. 
However, we do not know if there is a real threat from hosting lower average ratings than competing 
platforms or whether such a threat is merely an unfounded perception. To this end, we draw from 
information systems and marketing literature that have analyzed spillover effects from consumer 
perceptions of a product, service, or a company to the sales of nearby entities in the same category 
(e.g. Borah and Tellis 2016, Janakiraman et al. 2009, Kumar et al. 2018b, Roehm and Tybout 2006). 
In contrast to much studied horizontal spillover effects between entities that occupy the same position 
in the value chain, we hypothesize that the way in which digital retail platforms integrate items and, 
for instance, their delivery into a seamless consumer experience can give rise to a vertical spillover 
effect that affects platform choice. 
Vertical spillover effect suggests that consumers prefer to order from a platform where an item is rated 
higher even if they will get the same item regardless of the platform choice. This may happen when 
the consumer is shopping for a specific product or service and checks it on multiple retail platforms to 
gather more information, or in a less obvious manner, when a consumer would first encounter an item 
on one platform and forego the purchase due to its low rating, but later sees the item on another 
platform where it is rated higher and now proceeds with the purchase. To study the existence of 
vertical spillover effect in platform choice, we ask the following research question: Do diverging 
ratings for the same item across competing platforms influence the choice of the platform used to buy 
the item? The answer has important managerial implications in the context of platform competition 
when both vendors and consumers multihome, that is, use simultaneously multiple platforms. The 
presence of a vertical spillover effect would also mean that some sort of collective (regulatory) 
intervention may be needed to maintain the integrity of online ratings systems in the long run. The 
direct effect of vertical spillovers would seem innocuous to consumers who nevertheless end up 
purchasing the same item. However, ratings inflation can degrade the value of average ratings over 
time as a source of information and thus lead to increasing purchase errors (Filippas et al. 2018). 
We conduct an experimental study in a restaurant food delivery setting using a combination of 
incentive aligned behavioral experiments and experiments based on stated preferences method. In each 
experiment, subjects choose simultaneously a restaurant and a platform from which they want to place 
a food delivery order. For some of the restaurants, the average rating varies between platforms 
whereas for others the average rating is the same between the platforms. Importantly, we design the 
experiments so that they account for different platform attributes and possible a priori preference for 
one or the other platform among the subjects. For the platforms, we choose Yelp and GrubHub that 
both operate in the US and share the same delivery system, and therefore the subjects can expect to 
receive exactly the same food and delivery experience regardless of the platform they choose. In other 
words, the experiments are constructed to identify the impact of diverging average ratings for the same 
item across platforms on platform choice. We also conduct a supplementary study in which we look at 
the possible moderating effect of the number of ratings on the vertical spillover effect. 
The results show that platform choice is affected by diverging average ratings across platforms—more 
consumers choose the platform where the chosen restaurant is rated higher even when it is strongly 
implied that there will be no difference between the quality of food or overall consumer experience 
regardless of the platform choice. This is consistent with the presence of a vertical spillover effect and 
suggests that it may be disadvantageous for a platform to counter ratings inflation if competing 
platforms do not reciprocate such actions. Consequently, platform owners need to manage the 5-star 
system carefully to support consumer decision making while avoiding strategic mistakes in 
competition with other platforms. Interestingly, we find no evidence of a moderation effect from the 
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number of ratings. The subjects appear to ignore the number of ratings and be guided by the average 
rating even when it is based on only one data point. Finally, the results of the stated preferences study 
are remarkably consistent with the incentive aligned experiments, although the data is somewhat 
noisier in the former case. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Online Ratings 
Our work draws from several streams of research into online ratings and reviews. These are con- 
cerned with the impact of ratings and reviews on purchase decisions and sales (Chevalier et al. 2018, 
de Langhe et al. 2016, Forman et al. 2008, Li 2018, Rocklage and Fazio 2020, Sun 2012, Watson et al. 
2018, Yin et al. 2016), reviewer motivation and behavior (Moe and Schweidel 2012, Pagano and 
Maalej 2013, Shen et al. 2015), the design of ratings systems (Chen et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2009, Huang 
et al. 2019, Jiang and Guo 2015, Lee and Kai 2020, Tunc et al.) and, in particular, spillover effects 
from ratings and reviews to other products and sellers (Jabr and Zheng 2014, Kumar et al. 2018a, 
Sahni 2016). Studies show that average ratings can reflect the quality of purchased items and the 
overall consumption experience remarkably well (Gao et al. 2015), but also that the ratings include 
various biases and are influenced by factors unrelated to the quality of the purchased items or the 
overall consumption experience. Such factors include the heterogeneity of platforms in terms of 
consumer tastes (Zimmermann et al. 2018), fake and strategic reviewing behavior (Ho et al. 2017, 
Kumar et al. 2019, Sahoo et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2020), managerial interventions by vendors 
(Ananthakrishnan et al. 2020, Kumar et al. 2018a,b), new reviewers being primed by previous reviews 
(Godes and Silva 2012), and the accuracy of product information provided on the platform. As a 
result, the same item is often rated differently on different platforms, which may be further amplified 
by platform-specific sequential and temporal dynamics that affect the body of ratings over time 
(Godes and Silva 2012, Lee et al. 2015b, Moe and Schweidel 2012). 
Among the potential biases that affect online ratings, there is increasing evidence of ratings inflation. 
Average ratings tend to increase over time and lose their variance as they become compressed toward 
the maximum value (Athey et al. 2019, Filippas et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2009, Kokkodis 2021, Nosko and 
Tadelis 2015, Zervas et al. 2020). The inflation of average ratings can increase sales in the short term, 
but it also threatens to render the 5-star system uninformative for consumers if at some point ratings 
stop effectively differentiating the items (Aziz et al. 2020, Kokkodis 2021). It is also concerning that 
consumers sometimes show overrealiance with respect to user-generated ratings (Aziz et al. 2020, 
Kokkodis 2021). Literature identifies different reasons for ratings inflation, which generally relate to 
reviewer and vendor behavior that ‘push’ average to become inflated (Fradkin et al. 2015; Hu 2009; 
Lee and Kai 2020). However, no study has explained platform owners’ ‘pull’ toward higher average 
ratings in the context of platform competition, which is the gap we address in this paper. 

2.2 Platform Competition 
Platform competition does not always follow a simple winner-take-all logic but instead platforms are 
heterogeneous and try differentiate from competition along several dimensions (Huotari et al. 2017, 
Rietveld and Schilling 2020, Schilling 2002). For instance, food delivery, ride sharing, retail and 
lodging are industries where there are multiple competing platforms that try protect their market share 
while paying close attention to what their competitors do. In addition to strategic maneuvering by 
platform owners, platform competition is shaped by cognitive biases among consumers (Katsamakas 
and Madany 2019), multihoming behavior on different sides of the platform (Kim et al. 2017), and 
spillover effects (Krijestorac et al. 2020), which all make competitive dynamics more complex than 
the winner-takes-all scenario based on strong network effects suggests. We find that the 5-star system 
has received little attention in this context despite its impact on consumer behavior. 
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Zervas et al. (2020) show that cross-listed properties have typically higher ratings on AirBnB than on 
TripAdvisor, further confirming our observations about the presence of diverging ratings for the same 
items across platforms. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) analyze the impact of diverging ratings on sales 
and find that a higher rating for a book on a platform results in more sales on the platform compared to 
its competitor with a lower rating for the same book. The authors do not study whether demand 
actually shifts from a platform to another or whether consumers make a choice between the platforms 
based on the ratings, yet they note that ”there is nothing to stop a consumer from using the 
information provided by one Web site to inform purchases made elsewhere” (Chevalier and Mayzlin 
2006, p. 345). At the same time, papers on fake reviews have shown that misinformation can have 
short-term benefits from a platform owner’s perspective (Ananthakrishnan et al. 2020, Wang et al. 
2020). Kathuria and Lai (2018) identify online ratings and reviews as a strategic issue in platform 
competition and discuss their portability across platforms from a legal perspective. The authors argue 
that a dominant platform tends to have more reviews and, ”other things being equal, users will prefer 
a platform that has a larger number of reviews” (p. 1294). At the same time, other studies have found 
mixed evidence on the impact of review volume on sales (Blal and Sturman 2014, Watson et al. 2018, 
Zimmermann et al. 2018). 

3 Spillover Effects 
Extant studies have not identified exact mechanisms by which platform-specific bodies of ratings 
could influence platform competition and, thus, whether competition motivates platform owners to let 
ratings become inflated. We argue that this may happen due to a spillover effect. Spillover effects are 
defined as externalities by which an event in one context influences another event in a proximate but 
essentially unrelated context (Xu and Schwarz 2018). Marketing research has studied spillover effects 
from product, company, or brand-related events to neighboring entities in the same category (e.g. 
Borah and Tellis 2016, Janakiraman et al. 2009, Roehm and Tybout 2006). Spillovers have also been 
found to exist in the context of online ratings and reviews. Sahni (2016) finds that highly rated 
competitors may reap a substantial share of benefits from advertising due a spillover effect, up to a 
point that advertising may hurt the advertiser under certain conditions. Jabr and Zheng (2014) study 
spillover effects from the reviews of competing products to a focal product, which is extended by 
Pavlou et al. (forthcoming) who take a market basket approach to study how perceptions from the 
reviews of co-visited products spill over to the purchase decision of the focal product. Kumar et al. 
(2018a) investigate a spillover effect from management responses to the reviews of company products 
to the competitors of the company. We call these and similar spillovers as horizontal spillover effects 
as they take place between entities that occupy the same position in the value chain. 
The way in which retail platforms integrate different parts of the value chain into a unified consumer 
experience can give rise to spillover effects between entities that occupy different positions in the 
value chain. Such vertical spillovers have been studied relatively little, yet they could explain how 
diverging ratings of the same item across platforms affect platform choice (competition). Li and 
Agarwal (2017) show that large third-party developers benefit from a positive spillover effect from 
Facebook’s tight integration of Instagram as a first-party app (whereas small developers experience a 
negative spillover effect), but seemingly no other paper has studied vertical spillovers in the platform 
context. At the same tine, it is intuitive that whenever a retail platform lists a huge number of items 
and their average ratings, consumers may not be able to attribute the average ratings sharply to the 
items only, but the ratings for individual items may taint the evaluation of the platform itself. For 
instance, Nosko and Tadelis (2015) find that consumers ”draw conclusions about the quality of the 
platform from single transactions, causing a reputational externality across sellers” (Nosko and 
Tadelis 2015). 
To summarize, a vertical spillover effect would mean that consumers are not only more likely to buy 
items that have higher ratings—which is well known by the literature—but also that they are more 
likely to choose to buy from a platform where an item is rated higher as compared to an alternative 
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platform where the same item is available. This can alter platform competition in contexts where the 
same vendors and consumers are present (multihome) on multiple competing platforms. 

3.1 Investigating the Vertical Spillover Effect 
To investigate the existence of a vertical spillover effect, we study a restaurant food delivery setting 
that offers a good example of a complex service system behind a uniform platform front end: 
restaurants prepare meals that are delivered by companies such as Deliveroo, DoorDash or GrubHub, 
while the two (meal and delivery) are bundled together and sold by a platform such as Waiter.com, 
Yelp or, again, GrubHub that may collect their own ratings and reviews or source these from another 
platform. We assume that vertical spillovers emerge as follows. To order a meal, a consumer must 
choose between different types of meals and from which restaurant to order. This activates a 
behavioral mind-set that makes comparative procedures cognitively highly salient to the consumer (Xu 
and Schwarz 2018). If the consumer then retains the same mind-set with respect to a platform choice 
(as one could expect), the consumer may fall back on and confuse (now) a false signal from diverging 
average ratings across platforms for the chosen item as an indication of a quality difference between 
the platforms. This is also known as a ’halo effect’ that results from the inability of humans to form 
fully separate impressions of different parts of a whole (Borah and Tellis 2016). 

4 Methodology 
We conduct a series of experiments using both incentive aligned and stated preferences method in an 
online food delivery setting. In ‘incentive aligned’ experiments the subjects are motivated to choose 
according their true preferencs, since the experiments are designed so that the payoffs depend on the 
choices that the subjects make, whereas ‘stated preferences method’ means that we ask the subjects to 
imagine a scenario and make choices as if the scenario was real. The food delivery setting is 
particularly suitable for the incentive aligned setup because (1) it allows us to set a uniform monetary 
value on subjects’ rewards, (2) it provides subjects with substantial flexibility of choosing a meal they 
like and, hence, the rewards are likely to be desirable for the subjects, and (3) we can ensure that the 
subjects cannot transfer their rewards or return them to the vendor in exchange for cash. 
We choose Yelp and GrubHub that are two well known food delivery platforms in the US. Both 
platforms use the same GrubHub delivery system, which means that consumers receive the same meal 
and the same delivery experience regardless of the platform choice. We select several restaurants that 
deliver in the area where the incentive aligned laboratory experiments are conducted and pair the 
restaurants so that one of the restaurants has diverging average ratings on the platforms, whereas the 
other has the same average rating on both platforms. In the sample of 223 restaurants that we collected 
in preparation for our experiments, 207 restaurants are rated on both Yelp and GrubHub and the 
average rating diverges by at least 0.5 points for 160 restaurants (77.3%) between the platforms. 
Among the restaurants chosen for our experiments, the restaurants with consistent ratings on both 
platforms serve as a control: it allows us to establish the subjects’ a priori preferences between Yelp 
and GrubHub brands. It also addresses a possible ’experimenter’s demand’ effect by obscuring from 
the subjects that we are interested in their choice between the platforms. We refer to these two types of 
restaurants as the Divergent Ratings Restaurant and the Control Restaurant. 
To avoid branding or prior knowledge of a restaurant influencing the results, we do not display 
restaurant names to the subjects. We simply label the restaurant choices (rows) as Restaurant 1 and 
Restaurant 2 in the online data collection instrument that is implemented using Qualtrics platform. The 
example of the subjects’ decicion screen can be found in Appendix A. The real restaurant names are 
revealed only after the subjects complete the study including a demographic survey. For the purposes 
of reporting the results, we refer to the restaurants by nicknames that we assign based on their cuisine 
descriptions. In addition to the average restaurant rating, we provide the subjects with minimum 
information that would allow them to make an informed decision: the type of cuisine and the delivery 
hours (subjects are allowed to schedule a delivery for a later time during the day). For the stated 
preferences study, we keep the setting as similar as possible to the incentive aligned study; we show 
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the subjects the same restaurant descriptions and delivery hours and ask them to imagine a scenario in 
which they want to order food from one of the two restaurants using either Yelp or GrubHub. 

4.1 Treatments 
We implement a between-subject design in which each subject faces only one combination of 
treatment variables and makes exactly one decision. The treatment variables are the ratings for two 
restaurants on two platforms (one rating for each platform), which are discussed below together with 
our randomization approach to deal with nuisance variables. 
Focus Variable. The focus variable of our experimental design is the average restaurant rating. We 
choose the restaurants so that the Control Restaurant is rated 4.0 stars on both platforms, whereas the 
Divergent Ratings Restaurant has 4.5 stars on one platform and 3.5 stars on the other. We refer to the 
platform where the Divergent Ratings Restaurant has higher rating as the High Rating Platform and 
the platform where the restaurant has lower rating as the Low Rating Platform. To control for the 
possible interaction effect between the platform and the rating variables, we include two possible 
conditions: the High Rating Platform can be Yelp (YelpHigh treatment) or GrubHub (GrubHubHigh 
treatment). Note, again, that the quality of the food and the delivery will be exactly the same for the 
same restaurant regardless of platform choice. We emphasize this to the subjects on their decision 
screen, and if the subjects perceive this and act accordingly, their platform choice should be 
independent of the choice of the restaurant indicating no spillover effect from restaurant choice to 
platform choice. 
In the incentive aligned study, we need to use information for actual restaurants that deliver to the 
location where the experiment is conducted. In YelpHigh condition, the Divergent Ratings Restaurant 
is Middle Eastern (ME) and the Control Restaurant is Sandwiches (SW) restaurant. In GrubHubHigh 
condition, the Divergent Ratings Restaurant is Pizza & Grill (PG) restaurant and the Control 
Restaurant is Coffee & Pizza (CP) restaurant. To summarize, in the incentive alignment study we have 
two treatments: YelpHigh and GrubHubHigh, which we implement by using two different 
combinations of local restaurants. In the stated preferences study, we are not tied to real restaurant 
information, but we aim to keep the setup as similar as possible to the incentive aligned study to make 
the results easily comparable. For this reason, we use the descriptions for Middle Eastern and 
Sandwiches restaurant pair from the incentive aligned study, but we randomly reassign the ratings in 
such a way that for some of the subjects the High Rating Platform is Yelp, and for the others it is 
GrubHub. Note that the random assignment of ratings to the restaurant–platform combination allows 
us to control for a possible interaction effect between the restaurant type and the ratings discrepancy, 
since the restaurants are equally likely to have diverging ratings in the stated preferences study. 
Since the star rating is our focus variable that we manipulate between the platforms, we label the 
corresponding four treatments according to the restaurant–platform combination that has the highest 
4.5 star rating: ME&G, ME&Y, SW&G, SW&Y in the stated preferences study. For example, in 
ME&G treatment, the Divergent Ratings restaurant is the Middle Eastern (ME) restaurant and the 
High Rating Platform is GrubHub (G). In other words, ME restaurant has 4.5 stars on GrubHub and 
3.5 stars on Yelp, while the Sandwiches (SW) restaurant has 4.0 stars on both Yelp and GrubHub. We 
provide more details on the randomization in the next section, where we discuss how we handle 
nuisance variables. 
Randomization. We are interested in whether the diverging average ratings affect platform choice 
even when they do not suggest any difference in the quality of the purchased item or the overall 
consumption experience that the consumer may expect to get. To study this, we ensure that the quality 
of the choice options stays constant regardless of the value of our focus variable, that is, the average 
rating associated with the restaurant on a specific platforms. However, there are a few other factors 
than the the average rating that can affect the choice of the restaurant–platform pair in our 
experimental design. 
First, subjects can have a priori preference for one of the platforms or for a specific cuisine. We 
account for such preferences by observing the conditional probabilities of choosing one platform over 
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another among those subjects who choose the Control Restaurant. Second, the order in which the 
restaurants and the platforms are presented in the layout of the data colletion instrument can influence 
the choices that the subjects make. Also, the restaurant category descriptions differ slightly between 
the two platforms, and Yelp stops accepting delivery orders 15 minutes earlier than GrubHub. To 
avoid picking up the confounding effects of such nuisance factors, we randomly shuffle them in the 
descriptions between the treatments as follows. 
In the incentive aligned study, we can vary the order of the restaurants (either of the two restaurants is 
equally likely to be labelled as ’Restaurant 1’ or ’Restaurant 2’) and the order of the platforms (either 
of the two platforms is equally likely to be presented in the left or in the right column of the table) 
without compromising the realism of the treatments. In the stated preferences study, we can perform a 
comprehensive randomization by further varying the following factors. Between the platforms, we 
randomly swap the category descriptions for each of the two restaurants (four possible combinations), 
and the delivery hours (either Yelp or GrubHub closes 15 minutes earlier). We executed the 
randomization by implementing a real-time, random assignment of treatments to eliminate any 
systematic composition of subjects to a specific treatment, including the potential confounding effect 
of demographic factors. 

4.2 Participants 
The study subjects are recruited from three different pools. For the experiments using stated 
preferences method, we use (1) undergraduate business majors in a U.S. University who were offered 
a course credit for participating in the study during Fall 2019 semester, and (2) Amazon Mechanical 
Turk (mTurk) workers who received $2 reward for completing the survey in June 2020. These subjects 
participated in the stated preferences experiments online from their own private location, and we 
further set the requirement that mTurk workers must be located in the USA. For the incentive aligned 
study, we (3) recruited subjects using both announcements posted on the SONA system and printed 
advertising posted on the campus information boards. Any student, faculty or staff member were 
eligible to participate. The lab sessions for the incentive aligned study were conducted during Fall 
2019 and Spring 2020 semesters, and the subjects received no other reward than the food order that 
they placed during the study. 

5 Results 
The finding show substantial support for the presence of a vertical spillover effect in platform choice. 
We first report the results from the stated preferences study and then from the incentive aligned 
experiment. 

5.1 Stated Preferences Study 
Since the stated preferences study involves two substantially different subjects pools with two dif- 
ferent incentive types (course credit for undergraduate students and $2 reward for mTurk workers), we 
analyze and present the results for the two subject pools separately. In SONA pool (undergraduate 
students) we have 301 subjects, and in mTurk pool, we have 608 subjects. The subjects’ choices of our 
stated preferences study are summarized in Figure 1. First, we observe that despite the difference 
between the two subject pools, their choice patterns are remarkably similar, although the data from 
mTurk appears to be more noisy. We also observe that the subjects seem to prefer GrubHub over 
Yelp. This can be seen in all treatments as the subjects choose GrubHub as the Control Restaurant 
more often (in Figure 1, GrubHub is represented by yellow bars in left two columns, and by the green 
bars in right two columns). Second, we can visually confirm our hypothesis about the spillover effects. 
Recall that under the null hypothesis the subjects’ choice of the platform would be independent of the 
restaurant choice, and therefore the relative heights of the paired yellow and green bars in each panel 
should be the same. This is clearly not the case and we confirm the difference in proportions by chi-
squared tests with p-values shown in each panel of Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Subject choices in stated preferences study 

5.2 Incentive Aligned Study 

In the incentive aligned study, we have two treatments: YelpHigh and GrubHubHigh that have been 
described above. A total of 29 subjects participated in the study: 13 subjects were assigned to 
YelpHigh treatment and 16 subjects were assigned to GrubHubHigh treatment. Table 1 shows the 
number of subjects who chose each option, with the star rating for the corresponding platform–
restaurant combination shown in brackets. We again observe that the subjects have a priori preference 
for GrubHub as many more subjects who choose the Control Restaurant (lower row) choose GrubHub. 
Those subjects who choose the Divergent Ratings Restaurant (upper row) again prefer to order from a 
platform where the restaurant is rated higher–particularly note how the subjects choose Yelp over 
Grubhub in YelpHigh treatment despite overwhelmingly preferring to use GrubHub when the 
restaurant has equal average ratings on both platforms (see lower row). The conditional probability 
estimates are, for YelpHigh treatment	�̂�!"#$|&' = 0.714, which is greater than �̂�!"#$|() = 0, and for 
GrubHubHigh treatment, �̂�!"#$|*+ = 0.091, which is smaller than �̂�!"#$|,* = 0.2. The results are 
consistent with the presence of vertical spillover effect. 

 
 YelpHigh  GrubHubHigh 
 Yelp GrubHub  Yelp GrubHub 

Middle Eastern 5 (4.5 stars) 2 (3.5 stars) Pizza & Grill 1 (3.5 stars) 10 (4.5 stars) 
Sandwiches 0 (4 stars) 6 (4 stars) Coffee & Pizza 1 (4 stars) 4 (4 stars) 

Table 1. Platrform choice in the incentive aligned study. 

To test for the independence between the restaurant choice and the platform choice statistically, we 
use Pearson’s Chi-squared test with p-values obtained by Monte Carlo simulation with 106 replicates. 
The result is significant for YelpHigh treatment (p-value = 0.0210), but not significant for 
GrubHubHigh (p-value ≈ 1). However, note that in the GrubHubHigh treatment, it is statistically 
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much harder to detect a significant difference due to a strong preference for GrubHub platform among 
the subjects; we have only two subjects who chose Yelp platform in the treatment. However, since the 
results of GrubHubHigh treatment do not contradict the results we observed in YelpHigh treatment, 
and they are consistent with what we observe in the stated preferences studies, we conclude that the 
incentive aligned study supports the presence of a vertical spillover effect. 

5.3 The Effect of the Number of Ratings 
In our main experiment we wanted to isolate the effect of average rating, and hence, in the experiment 
we exclude as many nuisance factors as possible, including the number of ratings on which the 
average is based. However, when choosing the restaurants for our study we observed that the rating 
discrepancy between platforms often occurs when the restaurant is new to the platform, and therefore 
has not yet had time to accumulate many ratings. In this case, it is reasonable to believe that the 
diverging average ratings across platforms is explained by variation associated with a small sample 
size. If the subjects perceive that the small sample is small, the number of ratings should mitigate the 
spillover effect that we observe in our experiments. Therefore, we conduct an additional stated 
preferences study in which we try to establish if the number of ratings affects our subject’s choices. 
We present the subjects with the following scenario: 

Imagine that you are offered a choice between $3 in cash and a [g] gift card 
towards delivery from a certain restaurant (”Restaurant X”). On Yelp, Restaurant 

X has an average rating of [r] stars, based on [n] ratings What do you choose? 

Here, our focus variable is the number of ratings n, which can take three possible values: 1, 3 or 15. It 
seems likely that the direction of the effect of the number of ratings is different for high and low rated 
restaurant, and to control for this, we have Low Rating Condition where the average rating r = 2.0, and 
High Rating Condition where the average rating r = 4.0. To ensure that sufficient percentage of 
subjects select each option, we adjust the corresponding values of the gift card to be g = $50 in Low 
Rating Condition and g = $20 in High Rating Condition. The values of the gift cards and cash were 
established during a pilot study in a way that would cause a reasonable proportion breakdown between 
the subjects who choose cash and the subjects who choose a gift card. 
For the average rating condition, we implement a within-subject design, where part of the subject 
faces the Low Rating Condition first, and another part faces the High Rating Condition first. In each of 
these two conditions the number of ratings n is drawn independently from one of the three values (1, 3 
or 15). To summarize, we have a full factorial design with 2 (Average rating condition) x 3 (Number 
of ratings condition) and a total of six treatments. 
 

 
Figure 2. The impact of the number of ratings on the choice between a gift card and a cash 

reward. 
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In this study, we have a total of 491 subjects recruited through mTurk, each participating in both 
Average Rating conditions in a random order. Figure 2 shows the percentage of subjects who chose 
the restaurant gift card in each of the treatments. In both average rating conditions the percentage of 
subjects who choose the restaurant slightly increases with the number of reviews, but the differences 
are statistically insignificant. Furthermore, in Low Rating condition the direction of change goes 
against our expectations as more subjects would seem to be confident to choose a restaurant with a 
low rating as the nuber of ratings increases and thus confirms the accuracy of the low average rating. 
However, if differences exist, they are very small: even if we compare the treatments with 1 and 15 
ratings, the 95% confidence interval between the proportion of subjects who chose the gift card is 
between and -0.084 and 0.121 in Low Average Rating condition and between -0.046 and 0.136 for 
High Average Rating condition. We conclude that in the food delivery platform setting the number of 
ratings appears to have little to no effect on the probability of the subjects choosing the restaurant 
rather than opting out and taking the cash. This suggests that diverging average ratings across 
platforms can have an impact on platform choice even if they result from variance in small samples. 

6 Discussion and Conclusions 
Average ratings have a substantial impact on consumer behavior on platforms and they are believed to 
affect competition between platforms (e.g. Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006, Kathuria and Lai 2018). Yet, 
a few studies have identified mechanisms by which the familiar 5-star ratings system shapes 
competition between platforms and, to this end, our study focuses the impact of diverging average 
ratings across platforms on platform choice. Our experiments show that consumers are more likely to 
buy an item from a platform where it is rated higher on average, even if the ratings do not inform 
about the relative merits of competing platforms. We explain this by a vertical spillover effect that 
takes place along the value chain as the evaluations of vendors (or their items) spill over and affect 
consumers’ perceptions of the platform itself. The results are intuitive and allow us to make 
contributions to literature on spillover effects, platform competition, and online ratings. We also 
reflect upon methodological differences between the incentive aligned and stated preferences studies 
in the context of online ratings, and discuss managerial and regulatory implications of our results. 

6.1 Contributions 
Previous studies have argued that better valence and volume of average ratings can provide a 
competitive advantage to a retail platform (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006, Kathuria and Lai 2018), 
whereas others have observed that ratings tend to become inflated over time (Athey et al. 2019, 
Filippas et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2009, Kokkodis 2021, Nosko and Tadelis 2015, Zervas et al. 2020), but 
no study has shown how the two phenomena are empirically connected. 
Vertical Spillover Effects. Spillover effects have been studied as a horizontal phenomenon in which 
influence spills over to brands, companies, or product categories that occupy the same position as the 
focal entity in the value chain. By contrast, we have shown that spillover effects can also take place 
vertically between entities that occupy different positions in the value chain, and how such a vertical 
spillover effect can result in broader implications such as driving ratings inflation when both platform 
vendors and consumers multihome. It is important to note that consumers do not need to believe that 
they get a better item or the overall consumption experience by buying from a platform where the item 
is rated higher. They just need to assume that they cannot be worse off by buying from a platform 
where the item is rated higher. For instance, the study by Li and Agarwal (2017) suggest that there are 
other types of vertical spillover effects taking place in digital platforms that are not well understood at 
the moment. 
Platform Competition. A platform that has higher average ratings for the same items than its 
competitor can ’steal’ transactions from the competitor that provides perhaps more useful information 
and, hence, a sort of virtual showrooming to consumers. Yet, consumers may also feel safer to choose 
to eventually buy from a platform where an item is rated higher due to the halo of diverging average 
ratings on the platforms. Again, it is important to stress that our experimental design controls for i) the 
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necessary platform attributes (food category, restaurant delivery hours) that are part of the treatment, 
and for ii) a priori preference for GrubHub over Yelp among our subjects. The results mean that 
providing more accurate but lower average ratings can be disadvantageous under platform 
competition. This may consequently incentivize the platform owner to let the ratings become inflated. 
The findings align with recent literature on the impact of fake reviews in that inflated, that is, less 
accurate ratings may be beneficial to a platform in the short term (Wang et al. 2020). However, in the 
long term ratings inflation will erode the usefulness of the standard 5-star system and, perhaps, render 
it eventually obsolete as recently speculated by Filippas et al. (2018, p. 1): ”as the potential to harm is 
what makes ratings effective, reputation systems, as currently designed, sow the seeds of their own 
irrelevance.” 
Online Ratings. Previous studies have identified vendor manipulation as one of the main reasons for 
ratings inflation (Fradkin et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2009, Lee and Kai 2020), but they have not explained 
why platform owners are sometimes interested in letting the inflation happen. We show that a platform 
can gain competitive advantage from higher average ratings of its vendors and their items due to a 
vertical spillover effect, which motivates the platform owner to allow vendors to take actions that can 
drive ratings inflation. Ironically, if combating ratings manipulation is costly as one would expect, 
then a platform that aims to offer more accurate and not inflated ratings may end up investing in 
operations that hurt itself in competition with those who adopt a more relaxed policy toward vendors 
who manipulate their ratings. 
Finally, it is somewhat surprising that the number of ratings does not seem to mitigate the impact of 
diverging average ratings across the platforms in our study, adding to the mixed results about the 
impact of ratings volume on consumer behavior (Blal and Sturman 2014, Watson et al. 2018, 
Zimmermann et al. 2018). Our empirical results do not allow to say more about the impact of the 
number of ratings than it would seem likely that the impact varies substantially from a setting to 
another and that the issue may require further study. 

6.2 Managerial and Regulatory Implications 
Increasing competition between platforms that use the standard 5-star ratings system can drive plat- 
form owners to govern the system in a way that results in ratings inflation. This should alert both 
consumers and regulators. The former need to become increasingly critical of information provided by 
the 5-star system and average ratings in particular as they may have become so inflated that the ratings 
do not anymore usefully distinguish the rated items. This is what has largely happened, for instance, 
on Uber platform whose drivers typically have an average rating close to the maximum. More 
generally, while competition generally benefits consumers, platform owners may have little incentive 
to fight ratings inflation under increasing competition between platforms. In this sense, our conjecture 
parallels the findings of Wang et al. (2020) who show analytically that positive fake reviews benefit 
platform in the short term, while the long-term implications are difficult to predict. Yet, it is not clear 
what collective mechanisms may be put in place to curb ratings inflation and to safeguard the integrity 
of the standard 5-star ratings system. If the system becomes obsolete due to ratings inflation (Filippas 
et al. 2018), search costs for consumers will increase. This may require platforms to innovate new 
kinds of ratings systems that stand out from the competition and help reduce consumers’ search costs, 
whereas the suggested portability of ratings and reviews (Kathuria and Lai 2018) makes sense only if 
platforms use a standardized system for collecting and displaying product evaluations. The risk is 
currently that ratings inflation will start to negatively impact consumers’ capacity to make successful 
purchase decisions and to erode consumer trust in the 5-star system. 

6.3 Methodological Reflections 
The way our study combines the stated preferences method and the incentive aligned experiments 
allows us to also discuss the relative merits of the two methods for studying consumer reactions to 
online ratings. The stated preferences method is widely used in marketing and information systems 
research as well as in the industry, where ’would you’ type customer surveys often provide input for 
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important marketing and design decisions. The method is cheap and can be used where experiments 
involving the observation of real behavior are not feasible. However, there is a concern that the 
preferences expressed by survey respondents differ from their real-world behavior and, consequently, 
it is recommend that one should not rely on stated preferences data unless it has been shown that 
behavior in the setting can be inferred using hypothetical incentives (Katok 2011). For instance, 
subjects in a stated preferences study may try maximize their utility by completing the experimental 
task as quickly as possible, without taking time to carefully consider the information provided. A 
study based on stated preferences could therefore mistakenly conclude that consumers fail to realize 
that the difference in the average rating for the same product on different platforms should be 
attributed to randomness, whereas they were simply not motivated to consider the problem setup 
carefully. Our findings are consistent across the two methods, which offers an additional robustness 
check to our study and also suggests that the stated preferences method is a valid approach in our 
context.  
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Appendix A: Subject's Screen in the Incentive Aligned Study 
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